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Hello, beloved Gemini! 
You’re a magical person—born under a special set of stars.

See those yellow stars? 
They make up your constellation.



Each sign has its own symbol. Find the twins for Gemini!



As a Gemini, you’re known for being a 
passionate and energetic social butterfly!

Intelligent



You’re also known for your curiosity, which 
leads you to explore your worldly passions.

Loyal

ArtisticIntelligent

Spin the wheel 
and find the 

globe!



As an air sign, 
you’re as natural 
and fun-loving 

as your color: teal! 

You can adapt easily 
to many different 

environments,
 just like 
a cedar 

tree!



Your gemstone is moonstone. 

Now, spin the wheel 
to find your flower: 
the lily of the valley.

Your talkative nature comes 
from your ruling planet, 
Mercury, named after the 

swift messenger god. 



 A riveting

reporter.

  Or a
   terrific   teacher.

You’ll grow to be so many 
wonderful things! Maybe . . . 

A violinvirtuoso.



With your skills 
and ambition, 

you’re an 
unstoppable 
superstar!

Spin the 
wheel and 

find a star!

Or a

   technology   titan!

    You could be a
delightful dance

instructor.
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Get to know all about your zodiac  
sign in this interactive board book. 

Spin the wheel for even more fun  
as you learn all about YOU!
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